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Abstract

SIMULATING A MULTI-TARGET ACOUSTIC ARRAY ON THE INTEL PARAGON
Charles A. Jones, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 1994
Thesis Director: Dr. Edward J. Wegman

This thesis is built around a parallel programming project which simulates the recordings of a linear array of hydrophones in the presence of several sources of acoustic signals (targets). Simulation of multi-target data with appropriate modeling of multipath, path refraction, and local and distant noise sources is a useful and relatively sophisticated modeling chore. The signal suites include multiple frequency narrow band signals, broad-band flow noise, and randomly generated transient signals. The noise suites include coherent and incoherent Gaussian noise, impulsive noise, and continental shelf reverberation.

This project is of interest from a parallel programming viewpoint because it uses the Paragon as a true Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) machine with three types of nodes: 1) a Manager node, 2) target nodes, and 3) hydrophone nodes. The target nodes are responsible for generating the signal suites, transient noise, and the coherent noise. The hydrophone nodes are responsible for calculation of multipath, refraction and time delay as well as adding the local incoherent noise suite. While this simulation can be used as a stand-alone application, it also will form the foundation for a much larger, more sophisticated simulation, namely producing a virtual Command Information Center (CIC). The larger simulation
will involve the hydrophone nodes directly passing their simulated recordings to array processing nodes running beam forming and other signal processing algorithms in an attempt to locate and identify the simulated targets. The output from these nodes will then be sent via a HIPPI Channel to our Virtual Reality Lab, where the information will be graphically displayed, thus producing a virtual CIC.
1.1 The Physical Situation being Simulated

This project simulates a linear array comprised of up to 30 acoustic hydrophones and up to 15 targets. Each target produces a suite of narrow-band harmonic signals. These signals are produced by rotating equipment on board the target. In addition, at each target the project simulates broad-band flow noise and transient noise. The flow noise is due to the movement of the target through the water and propulsion noise. The transient noise simulates infrequent events such as ballast operations or hatches being opened.

Each of the hydrophones records the signals it receives from all targets and, more predominantly, ambient noise. This noise is modeled with two components: incoherent white noise (Gaussian) and occasional, loud, local, short duration, impulsive noise. The white noise component reflects continual ambient sounds and any additions to the signals due to the hydrophone itself. The impulsive noise models local noise such as animal sounds near the hydrophone. This project simulates each hydrophone recording 1000 observations per second.

While the hydrophones are arranged in a straight line, the targets are arranged arbitrarily. (See figure 1.1.)
Figure 1.1: Sample Layout of Positions of Targets and Hydrophones
1.2 A Brief Overview of Signal Processing

This simulation produces a discrete sequence of real numbers at each of the hydrophone nodes. These sequences are meant to mimic the discrete-time sampling by actual hydrophones of the continuous-time signals being received from the targets. There is a vast literature on the general problem of discrete-time, digital, signal processing, see, for example, Oppenheim and Schafer [2] and Stearns and David [4]. The purpose of this section is to outline some types of signal processing procedures that can be undertaken to recover the location and classification of the targets based on the hydrophones' sampling. See Pillai [3], Hall [1], Wegman and Smith [5], and Wegman, Schwartz, and Thomas [6] for detailed discussions of multi-sensor signal processing.

Univariate Procedures

Univariate procedures fall into three categories: detection, estimation, and classification.

Detection procedures, as the name implies, attempt to detect the presence of a target signal in the midst of the ambient noise. Typically, they consist of a statistical hypothesis test with null hypothesis: there is a target signal embedded in noise. The alternative hypothesis is: there is just noise. Thus, the status-quo is the presence of a target. The burden of proof is on the statistical procedure to give strong evidence of no target. This choice of null and alternative hypotheses allows the type I error rate (which can be set at any desired level) to correspond to the probability of missing an existing target. Nondetection of an existing target can obviously be quite serious from a tactical standpoint; this hypothesis scheme gives control of the probability of making such an error. On the other hand, in this scheme, type II errors correspond to false alarms. While not as serious individually, large numbers of these errors could adversely effect the quality of the response to all detections (false or not). As is usually the case, statistics
illuminates the consequences of decisions that must be made.

Estimation procedures traditionally attempt to determine the frequencies and amplitudes of the narrow-band portions of a signal, given that a target exists. A standard assumption about a target signal is that it contains a narrow-band frequency suite consisting of sinusoids. These sinusoids are produced by rotating equipment; examples of such equipment are electrical generators, winches, air conditioning blowers, engines, transmissions, and propeller shafts. Good estimates of these frequency suites are vital to identifying the target. In addition, the frequencies of the drive-train equipment can give an estimate of the speed at which the target is moving. The obstacle to determining these frequencies is the presence of noise. Traditionally, the noise is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with mean \( \mu = 0 \) and constant variance. The basic estimation technique is to perform regression using trigonometric polynomials.

Classification procedures attempt to identify the target based on the signal analysis. Examples of types of identification would be to determine whether the target is a friend or foe, and more specifically whether that the target belongs to a specific class of submarine. The classic example of a friend or foe identification technique is to use the frequency of the electrical generator; United States ships operate with 60 Hertz generators, while almost all other countries use 50 Hertz. In general, these procedures involve data base and pattern matching techniques.

Multiple Sensor Array Processing

The standard technique in the multiple target situation when there is an array of hydrophones is called beam forming. The basic concept of this technique is to average the sampled signal value from each hydrophone using time delays that are based on the assumption that the target is at a particular angle. The target signal should then be enhanced, since (if the time delays are accurate) each hydrophone is receiving the same signal value from the given target. On the other hand, the noise components will to some extent cancel each other out since they should be incoherent (not synchronized in any way) at the various hydrophones. More
precisely, given the assumption that the noise at each hydrophone is independent identically distributed (iid) from $N(0, \sigma^2)$, the average of $n$ independent noises will be distributed as $N(0, \sigma^2/n)$, where $n =$ the number of hydrophones. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio is increased by a factor equal to the number of hydrophones. There are sophisticated techniques which attempt to also minimize the effects of the signals from other targets. Thus, the beam former has identified the direction in which one of the targets lies and has produced an enhanced target signal which can then be analyzed by the univariate techniques. (Of course, the quantities involved aren’t exact and so statistical techniques are utilized heavily.)

Naturally, there can be difficulties in this scheme. For example, impulsive noises (such as ice cracking, off-shore drilling platforms, or various animal noises) are very problematic. These high energy noises violate the assumption of iid Gaussian noise, producing what is referred to as a contaminated normal model. In these situations, robust estimation techniques are used. One such technique is the Huber M-estimate, which essentially “Windsorizes” the signal so that the outliers produced by the impulsive noises do not have undue influence. Our simulation includes impulsive noise generation, so will allow testing of procedures dealing with this problem.

There are variants of these schemes which perform such tasks as detection and location of targets based on broadband or transient noises (both of which are generated by the targets). The broadband noise is assumed to be Gaussian, but the successive pulses are highly correlated. Such noise is realized as the flow noise due to the movement of the vessel through the water. Transient noises are (as the name implies) of finite duration and are due to irregularly occurring events on the target such as hatches being opened. Since they are generated on the target and typically have fairly short duration, recognizing this noise gives valuable information about the location of the target. This simulation includes generation of these two types of noises as well.
Chapter 2

The Simulation

2.1 The Functionality of the Simulation

The goal of this project is to produce simulated hydrophone recordings; these recordings take the form of files (one for each hydrophone) which contain real numbers written in ASCII format. These real numbers represent acoustic signals which have been sampled at the rate of 1000 times per second. This sampling rate will allow subsequent programs to detect periodic signals of up to 500 Hertz. Besides the periodic signals representing narrow-band frequency suites from the targets, the recordings will contain transient target noise and multipath signals representing the target signals reflecting off the ocean floor or surface. Additionally, local to each hydrophone, Gaussian white noise and impulsive noise are added to the recording. These local noises are often the dominant portion of the recording.
2.2 The Flow of Data Among the Nodes

During the simulation, the Paragon functions as a true Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD) machine with three types of nodes. There is a single manager node, a node for each hydrophone, and a node for each target. During each of the simulated time cycles (representing 1/1000 of a second), separate signal pulses are passed from each target node to all of the hydrophone nodes. Also, the manager node passes synchronization messages to each target node and receives synchronization messages from each hydrophone node. So, in addition to using the Paragon as a MIMD machine, the simulation makes extensive use of the Paragon’s message passing capabilities.

The manager node initially solicits and reads the various user inputs concerning the number and locations of the targets, the number and locations of the hydrophones, and the noise generation parameters. The manager node then synchronizes the time cycles. Figure 2.1 diagrams the flow of data which occurs during each time cycle.

2.3 What Each Node Does

The Manager Node solicits and reads the user inputs concerning the numbers and locations of the targets and hydrophones. Between inputs, the manager node also computes a matrix of distances between hydrophones and targets, followed by a matrix of time delays which the hydrophone nodes will use to account for the differing arrival times of the signals from the various targets. Using the time delay information, the manager node then runs the simulation for the necessary number of time cycles as a warm-up period to coordinate the simultaneous arrival at a
Figure 2.1: Flow of data during each time cycle
given hydrophone of signals that originated at different times. Subsequently, the manager node synchronizes the actual simulation, which runs for the user-specified number of seconds.

The Target Nodes initially receive the user inputs they need and perform some initializations, mainly involving random number generation (which is used for producing the noise components of the signal). The Gaussian random number initialization consists of simply reading from a file an array of precomputed standard normal random numbers. Subsequently, random numbers from a Gaussian distribution with specific mean and standard deviation are produced by multiplying by the standard deviation and adding the mean. During the simulation, a target node generates its narrow-band harmonic frequency suite, broad-band noise, and occasional transient, damped harmonic noise. The combined signal pulse is then sent to each hydrophone node.

The Hydrophones Nodes initially receive the user inputs they need and perform some initializations, again mainly involving random number generation. Each hydrophone node also opens a file for recording and initializes an array for properly temporally assembling the signals, most of which arrive “at the wrong time.” During the simulation of the time cycles, the messages containing the signal pulses are placed in the array based on the time delay matrix. As the array is being written to the file, the incoherent Gaussian noise and the occasional impulsive noise are added. In the future, when this project serves as the basis for the virtual CIC project, the array values and added noise will be sent as messages to array processing nodes.
2.4 Interesting Parallel Programming Issues

The challenges in this parallel program lie in two areas. First, the parallel programming and communication among the nodes takes careful planning and testing. This project was developed incrementally. After the user input section was written, the remaining nodes simply received these values from the Manager Node as messages. When this basic communication was functioning correctly, the main loop and the synchronization messages were added, with the nodes still not doing any “useful” work. Next, the features were added and tested one at a time. First, the target nodes generated constant signals and passed those to the hydrophone nodes. Then the targets generated the narrow-band signal suite, which is just a cosine polynomial with frequencies and amplitudes as specified by the user. The remaining features added were white noise at the hydrophone nodes, impulsive noise at the hydrophone nodes, transient noise at the target nodes, and multipath calculation (performed at the hydrophone nodes). Adding the features incrementally with the message passing as a stable foundation made the debugging go fairly smoothly.

The other challenging area was designing the time delay scheme. The time delays reflect the distances between the hydrophone and target pairs in the physical situation being simulated. Two observations guided the time delay algorithm. First, the targets are assumed to be completely independent with regard to the signals they are producing. Hence, for each target, the time delays for that target and all of the hydrophones are calculated without regard to the other targets. This observation greatly shortens the warm-up period. For example, if Target 0 is 2000 meters from Hydrophone 0 while Target 1 is 3000000 meters from Hydrophone 0, there would be an extremely lengthy period of waiting (over 32 minutes) for the signal from Target 1 to get to Hydrophone 0 relative to the wait for the signal from Target 0. By assuming the targets are independent, I can simply assume that for a given time cycle of the simulation, the signal Target 1 generates was
“actually” generated some 32 minutes earlier. Note that since the narrow-band portion of the signal is periodic and the transient noise occurs at random intervals, this assumption of independence of the targets is completely consistent with the physical situation.

The second observation was simply an extension of the first. The algorithm assumes that the signal pulse generated during a particular time cycle arrives instantly at the furthest hydrophone from that target. The signal pulse arrives at the closer hydrophones during earlier time cycles. This time manipulation is, of course, possible since this is a simulation, not a recording of an actual event. These signal pulses arriving at “earlier” times is the raison d'etre for the warm-up period. The warm-up period simply runs the simulation for enough time cycles so that all of the pulses sent back from subsequent time cycles are present when the recording of the hydrophone is sent to the file. The source code, of course, completely specifies the algorithm and can be found in the appendix. However, the following example illustrates the entire workings of the time delay algorithm.

An Example to Illustrate the Time Delay Algorithm

This example uses two hydrophones and three targets arranged as illustrated in figure 2.2. There are three parts to this example: first, only Target 0 is considered (see figure 2.3); second, Targets 0 and 1 are considered (see figure 2.4); and third, all three targets are considered (see figure 2.5). For each part, the simulation lasts 0.01 seconds (10 time cycles).
Example illustrating how time delays between hydrophones and targets are managed.

This example consists of 2 hydrophones and 3 targets arranged as illustrated below. There are 3 parts to this example: first, only target 0 is considered; second, targets 0 and 1 are considered; and third, all three targets are considered. For each part, the simulation lasts 0.01 seconds (10 time cycles).

By using the Law of Cosines, the speed of sound = 1531 m/sec (in sea water), and 1000 time cycles per second, we compute the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Distance to Hyd 0</th>
<th>Distance to Hyd 1</th>
<th>Difference in distance</th>
<th>Delay in secs</th>
<th>Delay in time cycles</th>
<th>Relative delay H 0</th>
<th>Relative delay H 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tar 0</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
<td>1009.32</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>.0061</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tar 1</td>
<td>1500 m</td>
<td>1501.59</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>.0010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tar 2</td>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>487.34</td>
<td>-12.66</td>
<td>-.0083</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2: Time Delay Example – Physical Layout, Distances, and Time Delays
Part A: How the algorithm handles time delays if Target 0 were the only target. The warm-up period lasts 6 time cycles. Then the simulation lasts 10 time cycles.

In what follows, W0 denotes the pulse sent during warm-up cycle 0, W1 denotes the pulse sent during warm-up cycle 1, etc. A0 denotes the pulse sent during cycle 0 of the actual simulation, A1 denotes the pulse sent during cycle 1 of the actual simulation, etc.

In this part, there is only one target, so each element of the sum array consists of a single pulse from the target.

Only the items enclosed in the rectangles are recorded; the other items are simply discarded. They occur here only to illustrate the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 0</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>W0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>W5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A0</td>
<td>W0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>W5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>A0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A9</td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>A9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that each pulse arrives 6 time cycles later at Hydrophone 1, as expected.

Figure 2.3: Time Delay Example – Only 1 Target
Part B: How the algorithm handles time delays when there are two targets, Target 0 and Target 1. Note that the actual difference in time between the two targets is ignored. Each target is assumed to be completely independent of the other targets. For each target, time delays are computed to the various hydrophones, ignoring the other targets. In particular, for each target and hydrophone pair, index = cycle - (relative delay). Also note that, in general, the pulses from different targets are different; e.g., A3 from Target 0 is not equal to A3 from Target 1, except by an incredible coincidence.

Again, the warm-up period lasts 6 time cycles, followed by the 10 time cycles of the actual simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 0 From Tar 0</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 1 From Tar 0</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 1 From Tar 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>W0</td>
<td>W0</td>
<td>W0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>W5 + W0</td>
<td>W5 + W0</td>
<td>W5 + W0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A0 + W1</td>
<td>W0 + W0</td>
<td>W0 + W0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1 + W2</td>
<td>W1 + W1</td>
<td>W1 + W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2 + W3</td>
<td>W2 + W2</td>
<td>W2 + W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A3 + W4</td>
<td>W3 + W3</td>
<td>W3 + W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A4 + W5</td>
<td>W4 + W4</td>
<td>W4 + W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A5 + A0</td>
<td>W5 + W5</td>
<td>W5 + W5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A6 + A1</td>
<td>A0 + A0</td>
<td>A0 + A0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A7 + A2</td>
<td>A1 + A1</td>
<td>A1 + A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A8 + A3</td>
<td>A2 + A2</td>
<td>A2 + A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A9 + A4</td>
<td>A3 + A3</td>
<td>A3 + A3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.4: Time Delay Example – 2 Targets
Part C: How the algorithm handles time delays for all three targets. The warm-up time for this part lasts 8 time cycles since the largest relative time delay is 8 cycles.

The same notational conventions as in parts A and B still hold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 0</th>
<th>Sum Array at Hydrophone 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-8</td>
<td>W0</td>
<td>W0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>W0</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>W5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>W6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>W5 + W0</td>
<td>W7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>W6 + W1 + W0</td>
<td>W0 + W0 + A0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>W7 + W2 + W1</td>
<td>W1 + W1 + A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A0 + W3 + W2</td>
<td>W2 + W2 + A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A1 + W4 + W3</td>
<td>W3 + W3 + A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A2 + W5 + W4</td>
<td>W4 + W4 + A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A3 + W6 + W5</td>
<td>W5 + W5 + A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A4 + W7 + W6</td>
<td>W6 + W6 + A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A5 + A0 + W7</td>
<td>W7 + W7 + A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A6 + A1 + A0</td>
<td>A0 + A0 + A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A7 + A2 + A1</td>
<td>A1 + A1 + A9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A8 + A3 + A2</td>
<td>A2 + A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A9 + A4 + A3</td>
<td>A3 + A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A5 + A4 + A4</td>
<td>A4 + A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A6 + A5 + A5</td>
<td>A5 + A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A7 + A6 + A6</td>
<td>A6 + A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>A8 + A7 + A7</td>
<td>A7 + A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A9 + A8 + A8</td>
<td>A8 + A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>A9 + A9 + A9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5: Time Delay Example – All 3 Targets
2.5 Comments on Performance

For small numbers of hydrophones and targets (3 or so of each), the simulation currently runs in real time. With larger numbers of hydrophone and target nodes, the simulation runs slower than real time. I hope this situation improves with some planned improvements to the code and when the operating system is upgraded to utilize both processors on each node.
3.1 Testing Goals and Techniques

Correctness of a computer program is, of course, always desired; hence, testing should always be a major part of the program development. These maxims are particularly appropriate here. Given this project is the foundation for the larger CIC project and can be used to test new CIC modules, it is essential that this project works correctly. This chapter describes the testing of this project, which provides strong evidence of its correctness. One caveat: there is no input filtering performed; it is the user's responsibility to correctly enter the inputs.

The testing has been accomplished mostly by visualization of the recorded signals using the visualization package AVS. For some simple cases, the Unix utilities, diff and split, were used. For one very small simulation (0.01 seconds), testing was done by inspection of the target outputs, the hydrophone recordings, and the distances between the pairs of hydrophones and targets. This complete inspection is quite tedious and is impractical for larger test cases.
3.2 Simple Test Cases

Simple Harmonic Signal with and without Gaussian Noise

This test case illustrates the effect of white noise. This simple test was run with only one target and one hydrophone. Originally, the target emitted a narrow-band signal formed by the following frequency and amplitude pairs: (10,10) and (20,20). Since the periods (in time cycles) are 100 and 50, respectively, the overall period of the combined harmonic signal is 100, as can be seen in figure 3.1. The simulation was run with no noise. Then the simulation was repeated with Gaussian noise having mean = 0 and SD = 10. The two resulting recordings were overlaid as shown in figure 3.1.

Time Delay Example

Appendix B contains a complete listing of output which tests the algorithm given in the time delay example of the previous chapter. The simulation was modified to produce additional output so the signals produced by the targets can be assembled as diagramed in figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. This target output was assembled and checked against the hydrophone recordings by hand; the tedious arithmetic details are omitted here.

Three Test Cases

Figure 3.2 diagrams three simple test cases. None of these test cases uses local noise; in this way, the only signal is that from the target. So, the only difference in the recordings of Hydrophone 0 and Hydrophone 1 is a shift in time. The first test case simply tests the time delay algorithm in the case where the only target is collinear with the two hydrophones. The 1531 meters is used since the speed of
Figure 3.1: Simple Narrow-band Signal
sound in sea water is 1531 meters/second. Having a 1 second (1000 time cycles) time delay is convenient since the Unix utility “split” splits files into files of 1000 lines each.

The second test case is similar, but with two modifications. One is that Hydrophone 1 is closer to the target in this case. The other is the triangular layout to test the distance calculations were correct.

The third test case uses a more arbitrary triangle and is verified graphically. The two graphs (figures 3.3 and 3.4) show both the correctness of the time delay calculations and an occurrence of transient target noise.
Three simple test cases involving 2 hydrophones and 1 target.

1. The recordings at Hydrophone 0 are 1 second (1000 time cycles) ahead of those at Hydrophone 1. This was verified using the Unix utilities "split" and "diff" (with no local noise at the hydrophones).

2. The recordings at Hydrophone 1 are 1 second ahead of those at Hydrophone 0. Again, this was verified using "split" and "diff" with no local noise at the hydrophones.

3. The recordings at Hydrophone 0 are 112 time cycles ahead of those at Hydrophone 1. (The time delay is approximately 0.11175 seconds.) This is illustrated by the following two graphs of the recorded signals at the two hydrophones. These graphs also illustrate the occurrence of transient target noise. In these graphs, the target is producing a signal of 20 Hz with amplitude 5. The transient noise is a damped harmonic with initial amplitude of about 20 (it's randomly adjusted) at a frequency of 200 Hz.

Figure 3.2: Three Test Cases
Figure 3.3: Graph Illustrating Test 3
Test 3  Hydrophone 1

Figure 3.4: Graph Illustrating Test 3
3.3 A Sample Test Case

This section consists of a selection of graphs from one of the test cases that were visualized. The parameters of the simulation are included in Appendix C. This example is typical of the testing performed by use of visualization tools.

Figure 3.5 shows the recording of Hydrophone 0 for the entire 20 second simulation. The large spike is an example of local impulsive noise at the hydrophone. Also note the low small spike between 10000 and 12000 cycles.

Figure 3.6 shows a close-up of the impulsive spike and also illustrates the period signal overlaid with white noise.

Figure 3.7 shows a close-up of the low small spike. While it doesn't appear to be all that impressive, it's about twice as low as any of the surrounding readings. The vertical scale was dominated by the impulsive spike. This low spike is an occurrence of transient target noise as we will see in examining figure 3.9.

Figure 3.8 shows the recording of Hydrophone 1 for the same simulation. Again the large spike is the local impulsive noise. The occurrences of these spikes is different for each hydrophone. (The random number generation was initialized using the node number.)

Figure 3.9 shows the low spike as recorded by Hydrophone 1. Note this spike goes approximately as low as the spike in figure 3.7. (They shouldn't be identical because each hydrophone has independent local white noise.) The time delay is exactly 1000 time cycles, which is the time delay for Target 1 with respect to these two hydrophones. Thus, this is (almost certainly) an example of transient target noise from Target 1.
Figure 3.5: Entire Recording at Hydro 0
Figure 3.6: Periodic Structure and Impulsive Noise
Figure 3.7: Transient Target Noise
Figure 3.8: Entire Recording at Hydro 1
Figure 3.9: Transient Target Noise Revisited
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Appendix A

The Source Code for the Simulation and Related Files

This appendix contains 6 files: the three node programs written in C, the Makefile used to compile them, the file of constants, and the Unix script file to run the programs on the Paragon.
/*
# File: /home/cjones/project/signal.c

Use "make" to compile and "sig" in the testsite subdirectory to run.
It's imperative that the programs (signal, hydro, and target) be run on the correct nodes. The message passing depends on it.

Note that any changes to the constants MAXHYDRO or MAXSOURCE would require the corresponding change to be made to sig.

SIGNAL EMULATION PROJECT
PROGRAMMER: Charles A. Jones
DATE OF LAST REVISION: July 3, 1994

The purpose of this project is to emulate the signals that would be recorded by a linear array of hydrophones from various sources, with noise occurring at the sources, at the hydrophones, and, in future versions of this project, along multiple paths.

*/

#include "/home/cjones/project/constants.h"
#include <time.h>

void main() {

This program runs on the manager node; it gets the various inputs and distributes them to the proper nodes. Then the manager synchronizes the time cycles.
int i,j,k;     /* loop counters */
int tar, hyd;  /* indices for targets and hydros */
int numHydros; /* the number of hydrophones */
float dist[MAXHYDRO]; /* the distance to 0th hydrophone from other hydros */
double distMat[MAXSOURCE][MAXHYDRO]; /* distances from targets to hydros */
double distsq; /* used in law of cosines */

long cycleDelay[MAXSOURCE][MAXHYDRO]; /* num of cycles for signal to travel from target to hydro */
float maxDist[MAXSOURCE]; /* max dist from given target to any hydro */
long relDelay[MAXSOURCE][MAXHYDRO]; /* relative delay */
long totalDelay; /* largest of the relative delays -- length of warm-up */

int numSource;  /* the number of sources */
int numFreq[MAXSOURCE]; /* the number of frequencies for each source */
float freq [MAXSOURCE][MAXFREQ]; /* the frequencies */
float a [MAXSOURCE][MAXFREQ]; /* the amplitudes -- the cosine coeffs */
float range [MAXSOURCE]; /* the distance from the source to the 0th hydro */
float theta [MAXSOURCE]; /* the angle formed by the line of hydros and the line through the source and the 0th hydro */
float broadMean [MAXSOURCE]; /* the mean of the gaussian forming the broadband portion of the signal */
float broadSD [MAXSOURCE]; /* the SD of the gaussian for broadband */
float transAm; /* amplitude of the transient noise at a target */
float trHowOften; /* average time between transient signals */

char mulPathAns[40]; /* read answer to multipath prompt */
int multiPath; /* logical variable --True for multipath included */

float howLong; /* the number of seconds the simulation is to run */
long numCycles; /* the total number of cycles = howLong*SAMPLERATE */
long cycle; /* loop counter for cycles */

float noiseMean; /* the mean of the Gaussian noise at each hydro */
float noiseSD;  /* the std. dev. of the noise at each hydro */
float floatDummy; /* these variables are used for message passing */
int intDummy;
long longDummy;
long longSize;
long floatSize;
long intSize;

double startTime; /* stores starting time for computing elapsed time */
double endTime; /* stores ending time */
double elapsedTime;  /* elapsed time */

FILE *fopenO; /* file opening function */
FILE *fp; /* file pointer */

/* distance from hydro 0 to hydro 0 is set to 0 */
dist[0] = 0.0;

/* open file for storing results of tests */
if ((fp=fopen("test.results","a"))==NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open test.results from manager node. \n");
} else {
    fprintf(fp, "\n########################################################################\n");
    fprintf(fp, " ### test results follow ###");
    fprintf(fp, "\n######################################################################## \n\n");
} /* end if */

/* set up the message sizes */
floatSize = sizeof(floatDummy);
intSize = sizeof (intDummy);
longSize = sizeof (longDummy);

/* Welcome message */
printf("\n\n");
printf("Hello, welcome to the signal emulator.\n");
printf("You will be asked to input several parameters for the emulation.
\n");
printf("Thank you in advance for your cooperation.\n\n");

/*

########################################################################
The next block of code prompts the user for inputs, reads inputs, and distributes these inputs.
########################################################################
########################################################################
*/

/* Get the user inputs */

/* Start with the length of the simulation */
printf("Please enter the length of time, in seconds, to be simulated.\n\n");
printf("The maximum allowed is %ld seconds. \n \n", MAXSEC);
scanf("%ld", &howLong);
numCycles = howLong * SAMPLINGRATE;
csend (ANY, &numCycles, longSize, TOALL, 0);
fprintf(fp, "number of seconds = %1.2f \n", howLong);
fprintf(fp, "number of time cycles = %ld \n \n", numCycles);

/

# Hydrophone inputs #
/

/* get the number of hydrophones and distribute */
printf("Please enter the number of hydrophones. \n\n");
printf("The maximum allowable is %ld hydrophones.\n \n", MAXHYDRO);
scanf("%d", &numHydros);
/* Broadcast this value to all nodes */
csend ( ANY, &numHydros, intSize, TOALL, 0);
fprintf (fp, "number of Hydrophones = %ld \n", numHydros);
/* get the distances of each hydrophone from hydro 0 */
printf("Please enter the %ld distances, in meters, from the Oth hydrophone.\n", numHydros-1);
for (i=1; i<numHydros; i++) {
    scanf("%f", &dist[i]);
    /* Broadcast this value to all nodes */
    csend (ANY, &dist[i], floatSize, TOALL, 0);
    fprintf (fp, "distance from hydro %ld to hydro 0 = %.2f \n", i, dist[i]);
} ; /* end for */

/* get the noise mean and sd */
printf("Please enter the mean and SD of the Gaussian noise at the hydros.\n");
scanf("%f", &noiseMean);
scanf("%f", &noiseSD);
/* Broadcast these to all active hydrophone nodes */
for (i=0; i< numHydros; i++){
    csend (HYD, &noiseMean, floatSize, i, 0);
    csend (HYD, &noiseSD, floatSize, i, 0);
}
fprintf (fp, "\nGaussian noise at hydros mean = %.2f \n", noiseMean);
fprintf (fp, "Gaussian noise at hydros SD = %.2f \n \n " .noiseSD);

/* Determine if multipath computations are desired */
printf("Would you like multipath computations done?\n");
scanf("%s",mulPathAns);
multiPath = (mulPathAns[0] == 'y') || (mulPathAns[0] == 'Y');
for (hyd = 0; hyd < numHydros; hyd++) {
    csend (HYD, &multiPath, intSize, hyd, 0);
}
fprintf (fp, "multipath = %ld \n", multiPath);

/*
/* get the number of targets */
printf ("Please enter the number of targets (sources)\n");
printf ("The maximum allowable is %d sources.\n",MAXSOURCE);
scanf("%d", &numSource);
/* Broadcast this value to all nodes */
csend (ANY, &numSource, intSize, TOALL, 0);
fprintf (fp,"Number of targets = %d \n \n", numSource);

/* get transient noise info */
printf ("Enter the average number of seconds between transient noises\n");
printf ("Enter 0 if transient noise is not desired.\n");
scanf("%f", &trHowOften);
fprintf(fp, "average time between transient noises = \%.2f \n",trHowOften);

/* get the required info for each target */
for (tar=0; tar< numSource; tar++) {
    /* first distribute the transient noise time info */
csend(TARGET, &trHowOften, floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
printf ("Please enter the distance in meters from hydrophone 0 to \n");
printf ("source number %d .\n",tar);
scanf("%f", &range[tar]);
csend (TARGET, &range[tar], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);

fprintf (fp," the range to target %d = \%.2f \n",tar,range[tar]);

printf ("Please enter the angle (0-180 degrees) formed by the line of \n");
printf ("hydrophones and the line from hydrophone 0 and source %d\n",tar);
scanf("%f", &theta[tar]);
csend (TARGET, &theta[tar], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);

fprintf (fp, " the angle for target %d and the hydros = \%.2f \n",tar,theta[tar]);
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printf("Please enter the mean for the broadband signal for source %1d \n", tar);
scanf("%f", &broadMean[tar]);
csend (TARGET, &broadMean[tar], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
fprintf(fp, " Broadband mean for target %1d = %1.2f \n", tar, broadMean[tar]);

printf("Please enter the SD for the broadband signal for source %1d \n", tar);
scanf("%f", &broadSD[tar]);
csend (TARGET, &broadSD[tar], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
fprintf(fp, " Broadband SD for target %1d = %1.2f \n", tar, broadSD[tar]);

printf("Please enter the amplitude for the transient noise for target %1d \n", tar);
scanf("%f", &transAm);
csend (TARGET, &transAm, floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
fprintf(fp, " Transient amplitude for target %1d = %1.2f \n", tar, transAm);

printf("Please enter the number of frequencies for source %1d \n", tar);
printf("The maximum allowable is %1d \n", MAXFREQ);
scanf("%d", &numFreq[tar]);
csend (TARGET, &numFreq[tar], intSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
fprintf(fp, " Number of frequencies at target %1d = %1d \n", tar, numFreq[tar]);
fprintf(fp, " Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target %1d: \n", tar);
    for (j=0; j< numFreq[tar]; j++) {
        printf("Please enter a frequency and amplitude\n");
        scanf("%f", &freq[tar][j]);
csend (TARGET, &freq[tar][j], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
scanf ("%f", &a[tar][j]);
csend (TARGET, &a[tar][j], floatSize, MAXHYDRO + tar, 0);
fprintf(fp, "%20.2f %20.2f \n", freq[tar][j], a[tar][j]);
} /* end for j */

fprintf(fp, "\n");
} /* end for tar */


for (tar=0; tar<numSource; tar++) {
    maxDist[tar] = 0.0;
    for (hyd=0; hyd<numHydros; hyd++) {
        /* Use Law of Cosines to determine distance squared */
        /* Using "+" because interior angle is 180-theta */
        distsq = (range[tar])*(range[tar]) + (dist[hyd])*(dist[hyd])
            + 2.0 * (range[tar]) * (dist[hyd]) * cos(theta[tar] * TORAD);
        /* take square root and store in matrix of distances */
        distMat[tar][hyd] = sqrt(distsq);
/* Update max dist if needed */
if (maxDist[tar] < distMat [tar][hyd]) {
    maxDist[tar] = distMat [tar][hyd];
} /* end if */
} /* end for hyd */
} /* end for tar */

Use the dist matrix to compute relative time delays for each
TARGET

/* Since the targets are separate, we only need to establish temporal
coordination relative to each target, not simultaneously for all
of the targets; use +0.5 to round */
relDelay[tar][hyd] =
((maxDist[tar]-distMat[tar][hyd])*SAMPLINGRATE)/SPEED + 0.5;
/* Adjust for multipath delays */
if (multiPath) {
    relDelay[tar][hyd] += MULTI1 + MULTI2;
}

/* these messages are coded by target number * 100, so they don't get
mixed-up */
csend ((HYD+100*tar), &relDelay[tar][hyd], longSize, hyd, 0);

/* Update total delay if necessary -- total delay is the length of the
warm-up period that will be required */
if (totalDelay < relDelay[tar][hyd]) {
totalDelay = relDelay[tar][hyd];
    } /* end if */
} /* end for hyd */
} /* end for tar */

/* Broadcast totalDelay everywhere -- it's the length of the warm-up */
csend(ANY, &totalDelay, longSize, TOALL, 0);

/*
################################################################
################################################################
End of time delay computations.
################################################################
################################################################
*/

/*
################################################################
################################################################
Manage the warm-up period.
################################################################
################################################################
*/

printf ("Warming-up -- will require %ld time cycles \n \n", totalDelay);
fprintf (fp,"Warm up takes %ld time cycles \n",totalDelay);

/* synchronize the warm-up cycles */
for (cycle=0; cycle < totalDelay; cycle++) {

    /* send the message to start the next cycle */
    for (k=MAXHYDRO; k < (MAXHYDRO + numSource); k++) {
        csend (SYNCH, &intDummy, intSize, k, 0);
    }

    /* wait for all of the hydrophones to complete the cycle */

for (j=0; j< numHydros; j++) {
    crecv (RESYNCH, &intDummy, intSize);
} /* end for j */

} /* end for cycle */

printf ("Warm-up period over -- simulation beginning \n \n");
/*
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
End of the warm-up period.
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
Manage the actual simulation.
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

*/

/* start timing */
startTime = dclockO;

/* synchronize the cycles */
for (cycle=0; cycle < numCycles; cycle++) {

    /* send the message to start the next cycle */
    for (k=MAXHYDRO; k < (MAXHYDRO + numSource); k++) {
        csend (SYNCH, &intDummy, intSize, k, 0);
    }

    /* wait for all of the hydrophones to complete the cycle */
for (j=0; j< numHydros; j++) {
    crecv (RESYNCH, &intDummy, intSize);
} /* end for j */

} /* end for cycle */

/*
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
End of actual simulation.
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
*/

/finish timing and report results */
endTime = dclock();
elapsedTime = endTime - startTime ;

printf ("\n\n ");

printf("After completing user inputs and the warm-up, the simulation \n
took %1.3f seconds. \n\n", elapsedTime);

fprintf(fp, "The simulation took %1.2f seconds. \n\n",elapsedTime);

} /* end of signal */
/*
#############################
#############################
## TARGET NODE PROGRAM ##
#############################
#############################

file: /home/cjones/project/target.c

Use "make" to compile and "sig" in the testsite subdirectory to run.

PROGRAMMER: Charles A. Jones
Date of last revision: June 14, 1994

target.c -- this is the program to run on the target nodes.
This program will produce the signals to be generated by one source
(target) and received by all of the hydrophones.

This program simulates a suite of narrow-band harmonic frequencies,
broad-band flow noise, and transient noise.
*/

#include "/home/cjones/project/constants.h"

void main () {
/*
this program is run on the target nodes.
It accepts the globally broadcast messages, the messages for this particular
target, then computes and broadcasts the signal value for each hydrophone
for each time interval.
*/

long numCycles; /* the number of time cycles */
long cycle; /* loop counter for time cycles */
long warmUp; /* the number of time cycles in warm-up */
int numHyd; /* the number of hydrophones */
int numTar; /* the number of targets */
float dist[MAXHYDRO]; /* the distances from hydro i to hydro 0 */
int i, j, k, m, n; /* loop counters and other utility ints */
unsigned nn; /* node number */
float t; /* time of current cycle */
float range; /* distance from target to hydro 0 */
float theta; /* angle formed by target and hydro line */
float broadMean; /* mean for broadband signal */
float broadSD; /* standard dev for broadband signal */
int cycleShift; /* number of cycles to shift for time delay */
float broad; /* broadband signal */
float broadArray[BROADMOD]; /* array of precomputed broadband values */
float broadSave[BROADBAND]; /* array used to computed moving average */

int transCount; /* counter used for transient signal */
int transient; /* logical -- true if transient noise is being added */
float transAm; /* amplitude of transient noise */
float savedTrAm; /* saved amplitude of transient noise */
float transInt; /* expected number of secs between transient noises */
long trThresh; /* threshold value to compare random with */

int numFreq; /* number of frequencies in narrow band suite */
float freq[MAXFREQ]; /* the frequencies */
float a[MAXFREQ]; /* the corresponding amplitudes */
float phase[MAXFREQ]; /* a phase shift for each frequency */

float randNum[RANDMOD]; /* standard normal random values */
int randIndex; /* index into the st. normal values */

float pulse; /* the signal value */
float shift; /* time shift between current hydro and hydro 0 */

FILE *fopen(), *fp, *fp2;
long longSize;  /* next 6 used for message passing */
long floatSize;
long intSize;

long longDummy;
int intDummy;
float floatDummy;

/* set up message sizes */
floatSize = sizeof(floatDummy);
intSize = sizeof(intDummy);
longSize = sizeof(longDummy);

/* get node number */
n = mynode();
nn = n;  /* store as unsigned int */

/* receive some globally broadcast values */
crecv (ANY, &numCycles, longSize);
crecv (ANY, &numHyd, intSize);
dist[0] = 0.0;

for (i=1; i< numHyd; i++) {
    crecv (ANY, &dist[i], floatSize);
}

crecv (ANY, &numTar, intSize);

/* the following block of statements are done for active nodes only */
if (n < (MAXHYDRO + numTar) ) {

    /* first read in some standard normal random numbers */
    if ((fp2=fopen("/home/cjones/project/my.rand","r")==NULL)){
        fprintf(stderr,"Cannot open file of random numbers, node %d \n",n);
    } else {
        for (j=0; j<RANDMOD; j++) {
            fscanf(fp2,"%f", &randNum[j]);
        }
    }
}
/* crank out a random value that depends on the node number */
srandom (nn);
randIndex = random();
randIndex = randIndex % RANDMOD;

/* receive some user inputs that are just for active targets */
crecv (TARGET, &transInt, floatSize);
crecv (TARGET, &range, floatSize);
crecv (TARGET, &theta, floatSize);
crecv (TARGET, &broadMean, floatSize);
crecv (TARGET, &broadSD, floatSize);

/* set-up the broadband noise array */
broad = 0;
for (j=0; j < BROADBAND; j++) {
    broadSave[j] = randNum[randIndex];
    randIndex = (randIndex + 1) % RANDMOD;
    broad += broadSave[j];
} /* end for j */

/* precompute broadband values */
for (i=0; i<BROADMOD; i++) {
    k = i % BROADBAND;
    broad = broad - broadSave[k];
    broadSave[k] = randNum[randIndex];
    randIndex = (randIndex+1) % RANDMOD;
    broad += broadSave[k];
    broadArray[i] = broad * broadSD / BROADBAND + broadMean;
} /* end for i */

/* receive the last of the inputs */
crecv (TARGET, &savedTrAm, floatSize);
crecv (TARGET, &numFreq, intSize);
for (j=0; j < numFreq; j++) {
crecv (TARGET, &freq[j], floatSize);

    /* convert the frequency into radians */
    freq[j] = 2*PI*freq[j];
    crecv (TARGET, &a[j], floatSize);
} /* end for */

/* precompute some random phase shifts */
for (k=0; k<numFreq; k++) {
    phase[k]=randNum[randIndex];
    randIndex = (randIndex+1) % RANDMOD;
}

/* receive the number of cycles in the warm-up */
crecv (ANY, &warmUp, longSize);

/* set-up transient noise variables */
trThresh = (transInt > 0.0 ) ? TWUto31/(transInt*SAMPLINGRATE) : 0;
transient = (random()< trThresh);
transCount = TRLENGTH;

/* now do the work */
/* loop through ALL of the time cycles */
/* Note that the target nodes do the same job during warm-up as 
during the actual simulation, so the following loop does both */
for (cycle=0; cycle < (numCycles + warmUp); cycle++) {

    /* convert the cycle into a time in seconds */
t=(float)cycle/SAMPLINGRATE;

    /* get synchronized */
    crecv (SYNCH, &intDummy, intSize);

    /* build up the narrow band signal (just a trig polynomial) */
pulse = 0;
for (k=0; k< numFreq; k++) {
    pulse = pulse + a[k]*cos((t+phase[k])*freq[k]);
} /* end for k */

/* now add in the broadband portion */
m = cycle % BROADMOD;
pulse += broadArray[m];

/* sometimes add in the transient noise */
if (transient) {
pulse += transAm*((double)transCount/TRLNGTH)*sin(TRMULT*transCount);
    transient = (--transCount);
} else if (random() < trThresh) {
    transient = 1;
    transCount = TRLNGTH;
    transAm = savedTrAm * 0.5 * (1.0+fabs((double)randNum[randIndex]));
    randIndex = (randIndex+1) % RANDMOD;
} /* end if else if */

/* send out the final value to each hydrophone */
for (j=0; j < numHyd; j++) {
    csend (TARtoHYD, &pulse, floatSize, j, 0);
} /* end for j */

} /* end for cycle */

} /* else */

/* this is an unused target node */

/* receive the number of cycles in the warm-up */
crecv (ANY, &warmUp, longSize);

if ((fp=fopen ("target.junk","a")) == NULL) {
    fprintf (stderr, "Can't open target.junk from target node %d \n", n);
} else {
    fprintf (fp, "node: %d -- target %d is idle \n", n, n-MAXHYDRO);
} /* end if */
} /* end if */
} /* end of target node */
file: /home/cjones/project/hydro.c

Use "make" to compile and use "sig" in testsite subdirectory to run
See notes at beginning of signal.c.

PROGRAMMER: Charles A. Jones
Date of last revision: June 15, 1994

hydro.c --
This is the program that produces the output for the HYDROPHONE nodes.
It receives the globally broadcast messages, the messages for this hydrophone
and then loops through all the time cycles. During each time cycle,
this node receives signal values from each of the targets, assembles them
accounting for time delays (the targets are in different positions), then adds
them together, adds in some noise, and writes the value to the output file
for this hydrophone.

*/

#include "./home/cjones/project/constants.h"

void main () {

/*
this function is run on the hydrophone nodes.
*/

long numCycles; /* number of time cycles */
long cycle; /* loop counter for time cycles */
long warmUp; /* number of cycles in warm-up period */
long offset[MAXSOURCE]; /* cycle offsets for the various targets */
int numHyd; /* number of hydrophones */
int numTar; /* number of targets */
float dist[MAXHYDRO]; /* distances from hydro i to hydro 0 */
int i, j, k, n; /* loop counters & utility integers */
int whichTar; /* target from which last pulse received */
int tar; /* loop counter for targets */
unsigned nodeNum; /* node number */
char filename[STRLENGTH]; /* filename for output */
FILE *fopen(), *fp, *fp2; /* built-in file open fun, 2 file ptrs */

int multiPath; /* logical -- do multipath computations? */

float randNum[RANDMOD]; /* previously produced st. normal values */
int randIndex; /* index into random values */
int transIndex; /* index used for transient noise */

float noiseMean; /* mean for Gaussian (white) noise */
float noiseSD; /* standard dev for Gaussian noise */

/* static declarations guarantee initialization to 0 */
static float sum[MAXCYCLE]; /* sum of signals received from targets */
static long count[MAXCYCLE];
long index;
float pulse; /* recorded signal pulse */

long floatSize; /* these 6 are used for message passing */
long longSize;
long intSize;
long longDummy;
int intDummy;
float floatDummy;

/* set-up size of various message types */
floatSize = sizeof(floatDummy);
intSize = sizeof(intDummy);
longSize = sizeof(longDummy);

/* read in some standard normal numbers */
if ((fp2=fopen("/home/cjones/project/my.rand", "r")) == NULL) {
    fprintf (stderr,
        "Cannot open file of random numbers from node %d \n",n);
} else {
    for (j=0; j<RANDMOD; j++) {
        fscanf(fp2,"%f", &randNum[j]);
    } /* end for j */
} /* end if else */

/* next receive the user inputs */
crecv (ANY, &numCycles, longSize);
crecv (ANY, &numHyd, intSize);
dist[0] = 0.0;
for (i=1; i< numHyd; i++) {
    crecv (ANY, &dist[i], floatSize);
}

/* get node number */
n = mynode();
nodeNum = n; /* store as unsigned int */

if (n < numHyd) {
    crecv (HYD, &noiseMean, floatSize);
    crecv (HYD, &noiseSD, floatSize);
    crecv (HYD, &multiPath, intSize);
} /* end if */

crecv (ANY, &numTar, intSize);

if (n < numHyd) {

/* This is an active hydrophone node */

/* first receive the offsets (measured in time cycles) for this hydrophone and all of the targets. */
for (tar=0; tar < numTar; tar++) {
    crecv ((HYD + 100*tar), &offset[tar], longSize);
}

/* receive the length of the warm-up period (in time cycles)
   it's the max of the offsets for all targets and all hydro's */
crecv(ANY, &warmUp, longSize);

/* open file for output -- node number embedded in file name */
sprintf (filename, "hydro%.ld.out", n);
if ((fp=fopen(filename,"w")) == NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file %s \n", filename);
} else {

    /* crank out a random value that will depend on the hydrophone */
    /* so the different hydrophones exhibit different randomness */
    srand (nodeNum);
    randIndex = random();

    /* this is different for each hydrophone */
    transIndex = random();

    /* run through the warm-up period */
    /* XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX */
    for (cycle=0; cycle<warmUp; cycle++) {
        for (tar = 0; tar < numTar; tar++) {
            crecv (TARtoHYD, &pulse, floatSize);
            whichTar = infonode() - MAXHYDRO;
            index = cycle - offset[whichTar];
            if ((index >= 0) && (index<numCycles)) {
                sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse;
                count[index] = count[index] + 1;
            }
        }
    }
}
/* HANDLE MULTIPATH CALCULATIONS HERE */
if (multiPath) {
    index += MULTI1;
    if ((index >= 0) && (index < numCycles)) {
        sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse \* MPRF1;
    } /* end if */
    index += MULTI2;
    if ((index >= 0) && (index < numCycles)) {
        sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse \* MPRF2;
    } /* end if */
} /* end if multiPath */

} /* end for tar */

/* Inform MANAGER NODE all messages for this cycle were received */
csend (RESYNCH, &intDummy, intSize, MAIN, 0);

} /* end for cycle = warmUp */

/* xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx */
/* Loop through all the time cycles */
/* xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx */
/* xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx */
for (cycle=0; cycle < numCycles; cycle++) {
    randIndex = (randIndex + 1) \% RANDMOD;
    for (tar=0; tar< numTar; tar++) {
        crecv (TARtoHYD, &pulse, floatSize);
        whichTar = infonode0 - MAXHYDRO;
        index = warmUp + cycle - offset[whichTar];
        /* it shouldn't be possible for index to be less than 0 */
        /* delete after testing xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx */
if (index<0) {
    fprintf (stderr, "index less than 0 ERROR CONDITION \n");
}

if (index < numCycles) {
    sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse;
    count[index] = count[index] + 1;
} /* end if */

/* HANDLE MULTIPATH CALCULATIONS HERE */
if (multiPath) {
    index += MULTI1;
    if (((index >= 0) && (index < numCycles)) {
        sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse * MPRF1;
    } /* end if */
    index += MULTI2;
    if (((index >= 0) && (index < numCycles)) {
        sum[index] = sum[index] + pulse * MPRF2;
    } /* end if */
    } /* end if multiPath */

} /* end for tar */

/* Inform MANAGER NODE all messages for this cycle were received */
csend (RESYNCH, &intDummy, intSize, MAIN, 0);

/* add noise here */
sum[cycle] += noiseMean + noiseSD * randNum [randIndex];

/* sometimes add transient noise */
if (((cycle+transIndex) % TRANSMOD) < TRANSLIM) {
    sum[cycle] +=
        TRANSMF*noiseMean+TRANSSSDF*noiseSD*randNum[RANMOD-(randIndex+1)];
    transIndex += 5; /* shorten the duration of the trans noise */
}
/* debugging XXXXXXXX */
if (count[cycle] != numTar) {
    fprintf(stderr, "count was %d expected count was %d when cycle = %d \n\n", 
            count[cycle], numTar, cycle);
}

fprintf (fp, "%20.4f\n", sum[cycle]);

/* XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX */
/* XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX */
} /* end for cycle */

} /* end of inner if then else */

} else {
    /* this node is an unused hydrophone node */

    /* need to receive this one last message */
    crecv(ANY, &warmUp, longSize);

    if ((fp=fopen("hydros.junk","a")) == NULL) {
        fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file hydros.junk from node %id.\n", n);
    } else {
        fprintf (fp, "hydro %id is idle \n", n);
    }
} /* end if */

} /* end of hydro */
# define MULTI1 250
# define MULTI2 150
# define MPRF1 0.25
# define MPRF2 0.2
# define TRANFREQ 200.0
# define TRANSMOD 19473
# define TRANSLIM 264
# define TRANSMF 10.0
# define TRANSDF 10.0
# define RANDMOD 3449
# define TOALL -1
# define ANY 1
# define HYD 2
# define TARGET 3
# define TARtoHYD 4
# define HYDtoTAR 5
# define HYDtoAP 7
# define SYNCH 10
# define RESYNCH 11
# define STRLENGTH 80
# define MAXHYDRO 30
# define MAXSOURCE 15
# define MAIN (MAXHYDRO + MAXSOURCE)
# define MAXFREQ 20
# define SAMPLINGRATE 1000
# define MAXSEC 300
# define MAXCYCLE (SAMPLINGRATE*MAXSEC)
# define BROADBAND 6
# define BROADMOD 5557
# define SPEED 1531.0
# define PI 3.141592654
# define MAXHZ 500.0
#define MINHZ 0.0
#define TORAD (PI/180.0)
#define TWOto31 2147483648.0
#define TRLENGTH 15
#define TRTHRESH 1000000
#define TRMULT (0.4*PI)

#include <stdio.h>
#include <nx.h>
#include <math.h>
Hakefile for compiling the programs hydro, target, signal with the command "make" or "pmake".

hydro signal target: hydro.o signal.o target.o Makefile
  icc -nx -o hydro -O2 hydro.o
  icc -nx -o signal -O2 signal.o
  icc -nx -o target -O2 target.o

hydro.o: hydro.c constants.h
  icc -c -O2 hydro.c

target.o: target.c constants.h
  icc -c -O2 target.c

signal.o: signal.c constants.h
  icc -c -O2 signal.c

The Unix script "sig".
Used to run the simulation.
Note that the message passing requires these 3 programs to be run on exactly the nodes specified here.

This file has been modified for presentation; it should consist of a single line.

/home/cjones/project/signal -sz 46 -on 45 \
/home/cjones/project/hydro -on 0..29 \
/home/cjones/project/target -on 30..44
Appendix B

Verbose Output to Illustrate the Time Delay Example

This appendix contains first a file which describes the user inputs and time delay calculations. This is followed by a file which contains the pulses sent out by each target as well as the hydrophone recordings. These target pulses were assembled by hand as described in the time delay example and they agreed with the hydrophone recordings.

# test results for part (a) follow #
number of seconds = 0.01
number of time cycles = 10

number of Hydrophones = 2
distance from hydro 1 to hydro 0 = 100.00

Gaussian noise at hydros mean = 0.00
Gaussian noise at hydros SD = 0.00

multipath = 0
Number of targets = 1

average time between transient noises = 6.00
the range to target 0 = 1000.00
the angle for target 0 and the hydros = 87.50
Broadband mean for target 0 = 3.00
Broadband SD for target 0 = 4.00
Transient amplitude for target 0 = 5.00
Number of frequencies at target 0 = 1
Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 0:
   60.00     6.00

Distance Matrix follows
  1000.000   1009.319

Time Delay Matrix
     6       0

Warm up takes 6 time cycles
The simulation took 0.06 seconds.

########################################################################
### test results for part (b) follow ###
########################################################################

number of seconds = 0.01
number of time cycles = 10

number of Hydrophones = 2
distance from hydro 1 to hydro 0 = 100.00

Gaussian noise at hydros mean = 0.00
Gaussian noise at hydros SD = 0.00

multipath = 0
Number of targets = 2

average time between transient noises = 8.00
the range to target 0 = 1000.00
the angle for target 0 and the hydros = 87.50
Broadband mean for target 0 = 2.00
Broadband SD for target 0 = 3.00
Transient amplitude for target 0 = 4.00
Number of frequencies at target 0 = 1
Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 0:
   60.00  6.00

the range to target 1 = 1500.00
the angle for target 1 and the hydros = 91.00
Broadband mean for target 1 = 6.00
Broadband SD for target 1 = 7.00
Transient amplitude for target 1 = 8.00
Number of frequencies at target 1 = 1
Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 1:
   40.00  4.00

Distance Matrix follows
   1000.000  1009.319
   1500.000  1501.587

Time Delay Matrix
   6     0
   1     0
Warm up takes 6 time cycles
The simulation took 0.07 seconds.
### test results for part (c) follow ###

number of seconds = 0.01
number of time cycles = 10

number of Hydrophones = 2
distance from hydro 1 to hydro 0 = 100.00

Gaussian noise at hydros mean = 0.00
Gaussian noise at hydros SD = 0.00

multipath = 0
Number of targets = 3

average time between transient noises = 8.00
the range to target 0 = 1000.00
  the angle for target 0 and the hydros = 87.50
  Broadband mean for target 0 = 2.00
  Broadband SD for target 0 = 3.00
  Transient amplitude for target 0 = 4.00
  Number of frequencies at target 0 = 1
  Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 0:
    60.00   6.00

the range to target 1 = 1500.00
  the angle for target 1 and the hydros = 91.00
  Broadband mean for target 1 = 5.00
  Broadband SD for target 1 = 6.00
  Transient amplitude for target 1 = 7.00
  Number of frequencies at target 1 = 1
  Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 1:
40.00  

| 4.00 |

the range to target 2 = 500.00
the angle for target 2 and the hydros = 103.00
Broadband mean for target 2 = 8.00
Broadband SD for target 2 = 9.00
Transient amplitude for target 2 = 1.00
Number of frequencies at target 2 = 1

Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 2:
20.00 7.00

Distance Matrix follows
1000.000 1009.319
1500.000 1501.587
500.000 487.345

Time Delay Matrix
  6  0
  1  0
  0  8

Warm up takes 8 time cycles
The simulation took 0.04 seconds.

::: Tars.a.out :::

::: tar = 0  cycle = 0  pulse = 0.841 :::
::: tar = 0  cycle = 1  pulse = -1.002 :::
::: tar = 0  cycle = 2  pulse = -2.882 :::
::: tar = 0  cycle = 3  pulse = -4.056 :::
::: tar = 0  cycle = 4  pulse = -3.170 :::
::: tar = 0  cycle = 5  pulse = -2.782 :::
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tar</th>
<th>cycle</th>
<th>pulse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tar = 1  cycle = 4  pulse = 2.017
tar = 1  cycle = 5  pulse = 3.755
 tar = 1  cycle = 6  pulse = 3.045
tar = 1  cycle = 7  pulse = 3.596
tar = 1  cycle = 8  pulse = 3.371
tar = 1  cycle = 9  pulse = -1.080
tar = 1  cycle = 10 pulse = 2.021
 tar = 1  cycle = 11 pulse = 9.203
 tar = 1  cycle = 12 pulse = 12.605
 tar = 1  cycle = 13 pulse = 11.050
 tar = 1  cycle = 14 pulse = 7.461
 tar = 1  cycle = 15 pulse = 8.665

Tar.s.c.out

Tar.s.c.out

tar = 1  cycle = 0  pulse = 4.058
 tar = 1  cycle = 1 pulse = 2.637
 tar = 1  cycle = 2 pulse = 1.764
 tar = 1  cycle = 3 pulse = 2.521
 tar = 1  cycle = 4 pulse = 1.090
 tar = 1  cycle = 5 pulse = 2.524
 tar = 1  cycle = 6 pulse = 1.896
 tar = 1  cycle = 7 pulse = 2.384
 tar = 1  cycle = 8 pulse = 2.241
 tar = 1  cycle = 9 pulse = -1.594
 tar = 1  cycle = 10 pulse = 1.216
 tar = 1  cycle = 11 pulse = 7.615
 tar = 1  cycle = 12 pulse = 10.697
 tar = 1  cycle = 13 pulse = 9.427
 tar = 1  cycle = 14 pulse = 6.421
 tar = 1  cycle = 15 pulse = 7.606
 tar = 1  cycle = 16 pulse = 10.929
 tar = 1  cycle = 17 pulse = 12.531
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tar</th>
<th>cycle</th>
<th>pulse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-3.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-1.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tar = 2  cycle = 15  pulse = 15.045

hydO.a.out

-0.1301
2.7669
4.2413
6.4687
7.5434
9.1317
8.2172
6.5069
6.0869
2.0299

hydO.b.out

2.2097
4.0246
6.7046
7.3408
10.3178
11.0707
11.0058
9.3582
4.2619
3.8456

hydO.c.out

5.4465
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9.8481</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.3086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.7259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.1682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.1208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.8863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.4967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:::  hyd1.a.out :::

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.8409</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.8823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.0559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.7818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:::  hyd1.b.out :::

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4.9405</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.1791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.0843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.8159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyd1.c.out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.7090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.8802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.6947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.2399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Parameters for Sample Test Case

This appendix contains a file which describes the user inputs for the sample test case of section 3.3. This file is produced by the simulation.

##############################
### test results follow ###
##############################

number of seconds = 20.00
number of time cycles = 20000

number of Hydrophones = 3
distance from hydro 1 to hydro 0 = 1531.00
distance from hydro 2 to hydro 0 = 15310.00

Gaussian noise at hydros mean = 10.00
Gaussian noise at hydros SD = 5.00

multipath = 0
Number of targets = 2

average time between transient noises = 5.00
the range to target 0 = 1531.00
the angle for target 0 and the hydros = 60.00
Broadband mean for target 0 = 1.00
Broadband SD for target 0 = 2.00
Transient amplitude for target 0 = 20.00
Number of frequencies at target 0 = 1
Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 0:

40.00     8.00

the range to target 1 = 1531.00
the angle for target 1 and the hydros = 0.00
Broadband mean for target 1 = 1.00
Broadband SD for target 1 = 2.00
Transient amplitude for target 1 = 50.00
Number of frequencies at target 1 = 2
Here are the frequency and amplitude pairs for target 1:

200.00     10.00
20.00      20.00

Warm up takes 10000 time cycles
The simulation took 20.41 seconds.
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